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America… I will touch your heart to keep the rhythm of
hope pumping. I will not allow your heart to be fully hardened, nor in the
leadership of this nation. No, no, not yet. I will not allow your heart to be
hardened as the heart of Egypt. For the day America’s heart is fully hardened
is the day she is given over to My wrath. My people keep the heartbeat of a
nation alive. My obedient ones who truly follow Me, which is fewer than
people think. The hardening of America’s heart has begun but it is not fully
accomplished. I hear too many lukewarm voices spewing out lukewarm
prophecies. America has been sickened from lukewarm prophecy. A spirit of
compromise has done this; a compromised prophetic voice the enemy has
raised up. It has made this nation's
heart sick, yet I will be merciful.
I will give signs for My true
judgments. The miracles of Egypt
have hardened this nation's heart and has begun its callusing. I will shake
this nation to loosen the salt therein to season. The salt on America’s wounds
shall burn but this is My refinement. The Laodicean prophets of compromise
and their voices of lukewarm speech shall be brought to a choice. There shall
be another exodus from the Church Age into My Kingdom Age. Hallowed
pathways shall be laid out for My Chosen to walk on. This exodus shall be on a
much larger scale, yet less unnoticeable than in the time of Moses. I am raising
up My mouthpieces to contend with the Pharaoh’s of the lands. Those who
have spiritual ears to hear and eyes to see will see. Those who fear My name
and humble themselves before Me will see. The exodus into My Kingdom Age is
vastly approaching quickly.

